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RULES FIS SUMMER GRAND PRIX NORDIC COMBINED MEN 2020 
 
Legend:  SGPNC-M = FIS Summer Grand Prix Nordic Combined Men 

 
 
1. Calendar Planning, Entry and Appointment of the Competitions 

1.1 FIS Summer Grand Prix Nordic Combined Men 
1.1.1 Each National Ski Association is entitled to apply to host SGPNC-M competitions 

(Individual and Team competitions) to the Nordic Combined Committee by the pre-
established deadline. 

 
1.1.2 The application has to be made two years in advance and on the official FIS entry 

form. The application form must show the expiration date of the hill and course 
certificate. 

 
1.1.3 The last SGPNC-M event of the competition season is the SGPNC-M final. The 

overall SGPNC-M prize-giving ceremony will take place in connection with the 
SGPNC-M final. 

 
1.2 Appointment of the SGPNC-M Events 
1.2.1 The Nordic Combined Committee examines: 
 The suitability of the hill and course in question for SGPNC-M competitions by means 

of the valid certificate 
 
1.2.2 According to the result of this evaluation and the proposed dates the Nordic 

Combined Committee establishes a provisional SGPNC-M competition schedule. The 
final SGPNC-M competition calendar for the current season requires the approval of 
the FIS Council. 

 
1.3 Date Protection 
1.3.1 Only one SGPNC-M event can take place on the same date. 
 
1.4 Cancellations 

In the event that the selected competition site cannot be used, the respective National 
Ski Association must cancel the event(s) and this must be done at the latest thirty (30) 
days before the competition. 

 
2.  Distribution of Points 

2.1  Individual Competition 
  1st  place = 100 pts  11th  place = 24 pts  21st  place = 10 pts 
  2nd place =   80 pts  12th  place = 22 pts  22nd place =   9 pts 
  3rd  place =   60 pts  13th  place = 20 pts  23rd  place =   8 pts 
  4th  place  =  50 pts  14th  place = 18 pts  24th  place =   7 pts 
  5th  place =   45 pts  15th  place = 16 pts  25th  place =   6 pts 
  6th  place =   40 pts  16th  place = 15 pts  26th  place =   5 pts 
  7th  place =   36 pts  17th  place = 14 pts  27th  place =   4 pts 
  8th  place =   32 pts  18th  place = 13 pts  28th  place =   3 pts 
  9th  place =   29 pts  19th  place = 12 pts  29th  place =   2 pts 
10th  place =   26 pts  20th  place = 11 pts  30th  place =   1 pt 

 
2.1.1    In case of equality in points between competitors, each athlete receives the  

points corresponding to the rank. The following place is omnitted.  
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2.2 Team Competitons 

2.2.1 Team Competition/ Mixed Team Competition (aliquot per gender) 
   1st  place = 400 pts    5th  place = 200 pts 
   2nd place = 350 pts    6th  place = 150 pts 
   3rd  place = 300 pts    7th  place = 100 pts 
   4th  place = 250 pts    8th  place =   50 pts 
 

2.2.2 Team Sprint Competition 
1st  place = 200 points 5th  place = 100 points 
2nd place = 175 points 6th  place =   75 points 
3rd  place = 150 points 7th  place =   50 points 
4th  place = 125 points 8th  place =   25 points 

 
2.3.1 In case of equality in points of teams, each team obtains the points corresponding to 

the rank. The following place is omnitted.  
 
3. Grand Prix Evaluation 

3.1 Individual Evaluation 
Overall winner of the FIS Summer Grand Prix Nordic Combined Men is the athlete 
who took part in all competitions and has the highest number of points - all individual 
competitions of the current SGP season will be counted. 
If two or more competitors have the same number of points at the final evaluation, the 
order will be determined according to the highest number of individual victories resp. 
according to the successive ranks in SGPNC-M. 

 
3.1.1   The current leader of the SGPNC-M overall evaluation receives the "SGPNC-M yellow 

Leader bib", which he is allowed to keep. The " SGPNC-M yellow leader bib" has to 
be worn by the leader at the SGPNC-M event, at the official prize giving ceremony and 
at all official Ski Jumping trainings. 
 

3.1.2 “Best jumper’s bib” (blue) and “best Cross-Country skiers’ bib” (red) will be distributed 
to each of the current leading athletes after each competition. The “best jumper/skier 
bib” has to be worn by the respective leaders at the SGPNC event and at the official 
prize giving ceremony. 
The basis for calculation is the SGP scoring list, see art 3.1. If there is an equal score 
in the daily result, each competitor will receive the points assigned to the rank and the 
following rank will be skipped. 

 
3.1.3 All bibs including leader bibs are to be provided by the OC. 

 
3.2 Nation’s Cup 

The sum of the points of all competitors from one nation of all SGPNC-M of the 
current season – including the points of the Team and share of the Mixed Team 
competitions – will be taken into consideration for the SGPNC-M evaluation per 
nation. 

 In case of an equality of points in the SGPNC-M nations’ evaluation, the better 
ranking order of the different competitions (individual as well as team competitions) 
will decide. 

 
3.3 Team Sprint Competition 

According to the number of the Nations quota a maximum of three (3) teams per 
nation are allowed to start. 

 
3.4 Mixed Team Competition 

According to the number of the Nations quota a maximum of two (2) teams per nation 
are allowed to start. 
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4. Competition Mode 

4.1 Competition Conduct 
The Summer Grand Prix Nordic Combined Men is to be carried out according to the 
articles of the ICR and additional rule descriptions  

 
4.2 PCR 

The Provisional Competition Round (PCR) will be carried out according to the 
regulations for a competition round. The scores can be used as a result for the start of 
the CC race only if the actual competition round Ski Jumping cannot be carried out. 
This score can be used only one time as a maximum for a weekend. 
 

4.3  Starting Order 
 The starting order of the FIS Summer Grand Prix Nordic Combined Men will be 
determined by the current Summer Grand Prix ranking (reverse order). For the first 
event the final WCNC-M standing from the previous season (2019-2020) is decisive. 
Competitors without points will be drawn. 
The starting order of a Team Competition is based on a Nation´s Cup SGP ranking. If 
the SGP starts with a Team or Mixed Team competition the final nations cup standing 
(men) from the previous season (2019/2020) is decisive. It means the best team of 
the leading nation starts with the highest bib in jumping competition. 

 
4.4  Cross-Country Race 

For the FIS Summer Grand Prix “Roller Skis” will be used. The wearing of a helmet is 
mandatory. During the race poles must be used. Glasses and Protectors (for elbows 
and knees) are recommended. 

 
5.  Material – Commitments „Roller Skis“ 

The competitor will receive roller skis for the competition. The service for the roller 
skis will be conducted by the producing company. The distribution will be made by 
draw. Any manipulation on the roller skis will be punished with disqualification.  

 
6.  Control of Equipment 

Equipment controls take place according to the latest definition of FIS. 
 

7. Quota of Participants 

The following quota per nation has the right to start at the SGPNC-M 2020. 
The host nation has the right to enter an additional National Group of four (4) athletes. 

The number of participants will be calculated according to the Nations Cup Standings 
of the Season 2019/2020. 

The basis for the calculation is: 

- Nations ranked from 1 – 3    8 athletes 
- Nations ranked from 4 – 6  6 athletes 
- Nations with Nations Cup ranking 4 athletes 
- Nations without Nations Cup ranking 2 athletes  
 

Nation Starting Quota / Athletes 

NOR/GER/AUT  8 

JPN/FIN/ITA 6 

Nations with Nations Cup ranking in World Cup (FRA/ 
CZE/EST/USA/POL)  

4 

Nations without Nations Cup ranking in World Cup 2 

 
 
 

http://dict.leo.org/ende?lp=ende&p=Ci4HO3kMAA&search=recommended&trestr=0x8004
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7.1 Allowed to start are: 
a) Competitors, who have already gained WC-NC-M points. 
b) Competitors, who have already gained COC-NC-M points.  
c) Competitors, who took part last season in a COCNC-M, WCNC-M or JWSC 

competition. 
 

8.  FIS Officials 

For every competition FIS will appoint a Technical Delegate, a TD-Assistant, a TD-
national, the RD-Assistant, the Equipment controller and five judges. The Organizing 
Committee is responsible for the cost of travel and accommodation for the all above 
mentioned persons according to the ICR. The travel and accommodation for the 
technicians of the roller ski- company and accommodation for Swiss Timing has also 
to be covered by the OC. 

 
9.  Responsibility 

The organisers which carry out the competition are not legally responsible for any 
type of injury, accident, and/or damages. We indicate that it is the responsibility of 
each NSA to have the appropriate insurance covering their athletes. 

 
10.  Financial Remarks 

The Organizing Committee (OC) has no responsibility to take over accommodation, 
travel money or other financial claims of the teams. 
The OC has to offer the teams accommodation at a rate of no more than CHF 100,- 
per day including full board and one drink per meal according to the deadline at the 
entry form. This regulation only applies if the hotel was booked via the OC. 

 
10.1 Prize Money 

The Organizing Committee (OC) must provide prize money of at least the following 
amount in Swiss Francs (CHF) per competition: 
 
Individual Competition: CHF 11.500,- divided between the top 6 athletes:   
1st  place = CHF 3.500,-    2nd place = CHF 2.500,-   
3rd  place = CHF 1.400,-    4th  place = CHF    750,-   
5th  place = CHF    500,-    6th  place = CHF    350,-   
 
Team Competition / Mixed Team Competition: CHF 11.500,- divided between the 
top 3 teams: 

  1st  place = CHF 4.400,-     
  2nd place = CHF 3.200,-   
  3rd  place =      CHF 1.400,- 

 
Team Sprint Competition: CHF 11.500,- divided between the top 6 teams: 
1st  place = CHF 3.000,-    2nd place = CHF 2.000,-   
3rd  place = CHF 1.400,-    4th  place  = CHF 1.200,-   
5th  place = CHF    800,-    6th  place = CHF    600,-   
 
CHF 2.500,- per SGP event (including all formats: individual, team, team sprint and 
mixed team events) go into the Overall SGP prize money. (Money from a mixed team 
event will be shared equally between the men’s and women’s overall SGP prize 
money pools). For the overall ranking of the Summer Grand Prix, the prize money will 
be distributed to the best 3 ranked athletes after the final competition 
  

11.  Entries 

11.1 Entries of number of participants 
 To each OC (see invitation) 

Online entry system is to be used 
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11.2 Entries by names of participants  

To each OC (see invitation) 
Online entry system is to be used   

 
12.     FIS Grand Prix Trophy 

The first three competitors of the Grand Prix receive a FIS Grand Prix trophy, which 
will be provided by the FIS. 
 

13.     SGPNC-M Report 
The FIS TD is responsible for the report on the SGPNC-M competition (see art. 
503.1.5.3). Immediately after the competition ends the report shall be completed and 
submitted. The report is available online. 

     


